
WARTHOG 2018, Lecture I-3

Main Exercise 1. Let X be a finite set and CrXs (resp. CrX ˆ Xs) be the set of complex
valued functions on X.

(a) Show that the map
CrX ˆXs ÝÑ EndCpCrXsq

f ÞÝÑ px ÞÑ
ř

yPX fpx, yqyq
(1)

is an isomorphism of vector spaces.

(b) Observe that under this isomorphism, the algebra structure on CrX ˆ Xs is given by
convolution:

pf ‹ f 1qpx, zq “
ÿ

yPX

fpx, yqf 1py, zq.

(c) What is the unit for the convolution?

(d) Let G be a finite group acting on X. We can consider the diagonal action of G on XˆX.
Show that the isomorphism (1) restricts to an isomorphism

CrX ˆXsG » EndGpCrXsq.

(e) Deduce the dimension of EndGpCrXsq as a C-vector space.

We now consider the case where G “ SL2pqq and X “ P1pFqq. Let h1, hs, hs be the
characteristic functions of ∆X, X ˆX and X ˆX r ∆X respectively.

(f) Express hs in terms of hs and h1.

(g) Compute the convolution of h1 with the other functions.

(h) Compute hs ‹ hs and deduce hs ‹ hs.

(i) Find a non-trivial linear combination of hs and h1 which squares to 1. Deduce that
CrX ˆXsG is isomorphic to the group algebra of Z{2Z.
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Main Exercise 2. We work in the standard setup, but without assuming that F acts trivially
on W . Given s P S we write sF for the longest element in the parabolic subgroup of W
generated by the orbit of s under F . Then rS “ tsF | s P Su Ď WF makes pWF , rSq a Coxeter
system.

(a) Write explicitly sF for pW,F q of type 2A2,
2A3 and 3D4 and show that pWF , rSq is a

Coxeter system in each of this case. What is the type of WF ?

(b) Given s P S we set
qs “ #pUX sFw0UqF “ rB : B X sFBs.

Compute qs for the finite reductive groups GLnpqq and GUnpqq.

(c) Recall that e “ |B|´1
ř

bPB b. Let w,w1 P WF such that `pww1q “ `pwq ` `pw1q. Show
that ewew1e “ eww1e.

(d) Let G “ SL2 with standard Frobenius F . Compute esese in terms of ese and e

(e) We admit that the multiplication map

pUX wUq ˆ pUX ww0Uq ÝÑ U

is an isomorphism of varieties. Show that

BsFB “ BsF pU X
sFw0Uq

and deduce the formula for esese in general.

(f) Let ` : WF Ñ N be the length function of WF and for any w PWF define

qw “ rB : 9wB XBs and hw “ qwewe.

Show that we have

hshw “

#

hsw if `pswq ą `pwq

qshsw ` pqs ´ 1qhw if `pswq ă `pwq

for all s P rS and w PWF .
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WARTHOG 2018, Lecture I-3 supplementary exercises

Now G denotes any finite group and K an algebraically closed field. If A is a K-algebra
then we will denote by A-mod the category of all finitely generated (left) A-modules.

Exercise 2. Let us denote by FunpGq the set of all K-valued functions f : G Ñ K on G (we
do not assume that these respect the group structure). Given f, g P FunpGq we define their
convolution product f ¨ g P FunpGq by setting

pf ¨ gqpxq “
ÿ

yPG

fpxyqgpy´1q.

for all x P G. Check that this product endows FunpGq with the structure of a K-algebra.
Furthermore, show that we have an isomorphism KG – FunpGq of K-algebras.

Exercise 3. Let e P KG be an idempotent then eKGe Ď KG is naturally a K-algebra with
identity e. Prove that we have an isomorphism of K-algebras EndKGpKGeqopp – eKGe. (Hint:
every f P EndKGpKGeq is uniquely determined by its value at e.)

We assume now that charpKq “ 0. Let H ď G be a subgroup of G and consider the
idempotent

e “
1

|H|

ÿ

hPH

h P KH.

Consider the corresponding KG-module KGe – KG bKH KHe – KrG{Hs which is nothing
other than the module affording the induced character IndGHp1Hq. By Exercise 3 we see that to
understand EndKGpKGeq it is sufficient to understand the K-algebra HpG,Hq “ eKGe, which
we call a Hecke algebra. The structure of this algebra is given by the following exercise.

Exercise 4. For any x P G we denote by Dx Ď G the double coset HxH and by Tx P KG the
corresponding sum

Tx “
1

|H|

ÿ

gPDx

g.

Let D Ď G be a set of representatives for the double cosets HzG{H. Prove that tTx | x P Du
is a basis of HpG,Hq. We call this the standard basis of HpG,Hq. Furthermore, show that we
have TxTy “

ř

zPD µx,y,zTz for any x, y P D where

µx,y,z “ rDx X zD
´1
y : Hs.

Exercise 5. We consider the Hecke algebra H :“ HqpW q with equal parameters.

(a) We define τ : HÑ C by τphwq “ δe,w. Show that

H ÝÑ H_
h ÞÝÑ ph1 ÞÑ τphh1qq

induces an isomorphism of pH,Hq-bimodules. We say that H is a symmetric algebra and
that τ is a symmetrizing form.

Given φ P H_, we denote by φ_ the unique element of H whose image under the previous
isomorphism is φ.

We now assume that H is split semisimple. Recall that every irreducible character χ of W
yields an irreducible character χq of H.

(b) Given χ an irreducible character of W , show that χ_q is a central element of H and that
χ_q “ χ_q eχq where eχq is the central idempotent attached to χq.
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We define the Schur element Sχ to be the scalar on which χ_q acts on the simple representation
associated to χq. More precisely

Sχ “ ωχqpχ
_
q q

where ωχq is the central character associated to χq.

(c) Show that χ_q “ Sχeχq (Hint: write how a central element decomposes on the basis of
primitive central idempotents).

(d) Using the decomposition of 1H into central idempotents, show that

τ “
ÿ

χPIrrW

1

Sχ
χq.

(e) Compute the Schur elements when W “ Sn with n “ 2, 3.

(f) We assume that we are in the generic setup. Show that

dim ρχ “
1

Sχ

ÿ

wPW

q`pwq.

(g) Application: compute the degrees of the principal series representations of GL3pqq.
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